East Gallery

1. Underlie With Them, 2011
   Friendly plastic, wire, steel

2. Down To The Bones, 2011
   *in collaboration with Dai Toyofuku
   Goat and cow bones, dirt, pine

3. Resurrected Birthday Party
   Growing Pains, 2011
   Wire, friendly plastic, plaster gauze, horse hair

4. I Wish I Was A Little Bit Taller, 2011
   Friendly plastic

5. Big-Hearted Dainty, 2011
   Plaster gauze, plaster, wire

   Friendly plastic, plaster, wool, urethane rubber

7. Bone Flower 1, 2011
   Color photograph

8. Handicap, 2011
   Wire, friendly plastic, steel, sheet plastic, cement

9. Bone Flower 2, 2011
   Color Photograph